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Abstract. Single phase earth-fault in MV grids usually causes overvoltage
that harm to human being and electric equipment. If the magnitude of over
voltage is so great, many grids’ eco-technical parameters will be affected. The
paper analyzes all possible consequences of over voltage occurred in 6 kV grid
of QuangNinh underground mines. Base on the analysis, a controlling
diagram utilizing the connection of a LV resistor on voltage transformer’s
open-triangle coil to reduce over voltage is recommended. The simulation
results of the diagram are used to prove the effectiveness of solution: the over
voltage magnitude is only in the range of (2,1–2,4).Uf. Other advantage
that solution brings to relay system will be pointed out. Key word – earth
fault, over voltage, open-triangle coil, 6 kV grid.

1 Introduction
Earth faults are very popular phenomenon in 6 kV grids of QuangNinh underground mines.
The ratio of this fault is about 55 to 73% [2] of the total faults in power system. It usually occurs
with arc, especially in storm season. Some cases, earth fault happened with continuing
arcing over voltage which is the most dangerous phenomenon (in the field of appearing and
distinguishing the arc), [3–5]. The first damage of arcing over voltage is the insulation
destroying.
This kind of over voltage depends on some main matters: quantity and property of the
circuit, recovery voltage of grid right after the fault. Moreover, the transient of arcing over
voltage depends also on contacting resistor, the contacting momentary and the location of
earthing. According to researches presented in [3–5], the value of voltage on unfaulted phases
is vary from 2,1 Uphase to 4, 6 Uphase.
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Base on the above analysis, in 6 kV grid of QuangNinh underground mines, it is necessary
to form up the model for determining correctly the earthing moment in order to connect
a LV resistor to reduce arcing over voltage.

2 The application of Microprocessor on determining the earthing
momentary in order to connect a LV resistor to reduce arcing
over voltage
2.1 Diagram of connecting LV resistor to reduce arcing over voltage
There are many solutions to reduce over voltage; however, because of strict safety regulation
in underground mines, connecting a LV resistor is optimal and effective solution that does not
change the property of neutral point [1]. To implement the connection, a special transformer
is arranged on 6 kV bus bar, the resistor is connected to its open-triangle coil. The connection
diagram is shown in Figure 1. In this diagram the special transformer is connected to the bus
bar through circuit breaker B4, LV resistor RH is controlled by microprocessor corresponding
to the value of 3U0.

Fig. 1. The connection diagram of LV resistor on open-triangle coil of a 6 kV special transformer

2.2 Block diagram of controlling method utilizing microprocessor
In Figure 1, microprocessor PIC16F877 is used to generate controlling signal for connecting
or disconnecting RH on the LV side of transformer. The requirements for over voltage relay
tripping time must be lower than 5 ms [2]. Block diagram expressing the fault determining
process and controlling operation of Triac KS200A is shown in Figure 2 and 3.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of controlling process

Fig. 3. Mathematic diagram of PIC 16F877 controlling process

2.3 Calculation, simulation and results
Using Proteus software to form up the controlling process, the diagram is shown in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4. The diagram of controlling circuit that act upon LV resistor RH
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The simulation results are shown in Figure 5 to 9.

Fig. 5. Set the 3U0 threshold as 1000 V

Fig. 6. 3U0 = 9 V (cyan) and voltage across LV resistor (violet)

Fig. 7. Value of 3U0 = 1 kV (cyan) and voltage across LV resistor (violet)
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Fig. 8. Value of 3U0 = 1 kV (cyan) and voltage across LV resistor (violet)

Base on datasheet and the simulation results, the response time of OPAM is 1,3 μs, opto
MOC3021 time (1/200 kHz) is 5 μs, switching time 4066 is (1/40 MHz) , sampling time and
calculation procedure 500 μs and Triac KS200A response is 1/100 kHz = 10 μs. Therefore
total response time of circuit is ≤ 1 ms.
The proof of using LV resistor in earthing process is shown in Figure 9.
a)

b)

Fig. 9. Waveform of voltage transient when there is earth fault; a) without RH b) with RH is
connected right the moment of earthling
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3 Conclusion
The paper presented a very suitable method to reduce the over voltage when there is an
earth fault in mining grid. The suggestion methodology using a LV resistor to connected to
6 kV bus bar through a special transformer does not violate the hazard regulation in
underground mining, but it reduces significantly the magnitude the over voltage (as shown
in Fig. 9). This over voltage value is only in the range of (2,1–2,4).Uf. The range is falled
within the accepted one rated in National regulation applied for electric equipment [1].
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